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Abstra t

Sensor networks are being in reasingly deployed
for diverse monitoring appli ations. Event data
are olle ted at various sensors and sent to sele ted storage nodes for further in-network pro essing. Sin e sensor nodes have strong onstraints
on their energy usage, this data transfer needs to
be energy-eÆ ient to maximize network lifetime.
In this paper, we propose a novel methodology for
trading energy versus laten y in sensor database
systems. We propose a new proto ol that arefully s hedules message transmissions so as to avoid
ollisions at the MAC layer. Sin e all nodes adhere to the s hedule, their radios an be o most
of the time and they only wake up during wellde ned time intervals. We show how routing proto ols an be optimized to intera t symbioti ally
with the s heduling de isions, resulting in signi ant energy savings at the ost of higher laten y.
We demonstrate the e e tiveness of our approa h
by means of a thorough simulation study.
1 Introdu tion

Sensor networks onsisting of small nodes with sensing,
omputation and ommuni ation apabilities are be oming ubiquitous. A powerful paradigm that has emerged
re ently views a sensor network as a distributed SensorDBMS and allows users to extra t information by inje ting de larative queries in a variant of SQL. In deploying a
SensorDBMS one should onsider important limitations of
sensor nodes on omputation, ommuni ation and power
onsumption. Energy is the most valuable resour e for unattended battery-powered nodes. Sin e radio ommuni ation onsumes most of the available power, SensorDBMSs
need energy-eÆ ient data-dissemination te hniques in order to extend their lifetime.
An important ommuni ation pattern within sensor networks is the sending of sensor readings to a designated
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sensor node. Let us give two examples where this pattern
arises. First, onsider a heterogeneous sensor network with
two types of sensor nodes: many small-s ale sour e nodes
with low-power multi-hop ommuni ation apabilities, and
a few powerful gateway nodes onne ted to the Internet. In
this setup, data ows from the sour es to the gateway nodes. Our se ond example is motivated by resour e savings
through in-network pro essing. In-network pro essing algorithms oordinate data olle tion and pro essing in the
network at designated nodes alled view nodes [1, 2℄. Data
ows from sour es to relevant view nodes for further proessing. For example, in a sensor network that monitors a
remote island and re ords the movements of di erent types
of animals, ea h view node ould be responsible for storing
the dete tion re ords (and omputing tra ks) for a given
type of animal.
Sin e power is a major resour e onstraint, we would
like this data ow between sour es and view nodes to be
as power-eÆ ient as possible; in parti ular, for non-timeriti al appli ations, we would like to trade message laten y
versus power usage as events are routed from the sensor
nodes where they originated to the respe tive view nodes.
In order to a hieve energy-eÆ ient data ows between
sour es and view nodes, we address several hallenges intrinsi to ad ho network ommuni ation: minimizing ollisions at the MAC layer, managing radios in a powereÆ ient manner, and sele ting energy-eÆ ient routes. In
this paper we onsider data dissemination strategies that
avoid ollisions (and message retransmissions) at the ost
of higher message laten y. We arefully oordinate transmissions between nodes, allowing them to turn their radios o most of the time. Current generation radios onsume nearly as mu h power when listening or re eiving as
when transmitting (typi al idle:re eive:transmit ratios are
1:1.2:1.7 [3℄, 1:2:2.5 [4℄, and 1:1.05:1.4 [5℄). Thus, the ability to turn them o when not needed yields signi ant
energy savings.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 enumerates several variants of s heduling problems and dis usses their omplexity. Se tion 3 presents our
s heduling algorithm and highlights its lose intera tion
with the routing layer. A thorough experimental evaluation of the proposed algorithm and ompeting approa hes
is presented in Se tion 4. We dis uss related work in Se tion 5 and draw our on lusions in Se tion 6.

2 Problem spa e

With oordinated s heduling, a data dissemination protool in a sensor network has two omponents: a s heduling
algorithm that a tivates network edges so that their transmissions do not interfere with one another, and a routing
algorithm that sele ts routes for individual messages. Two important performan e metri s are energy onsumption
and message laten y. In this se tion, we onsider ea h of
these metri s and sket h omplexity results for the following optimization problems: (i) nding an optimal pair of
routing and s heduling algorithms; (ii) nding an optimal
routing algorithm for a given s hedule; (iii) nding an optimal s hedule for a given olle tion of routes. Full proofs
of these results an be found in an extended version of the
paper [6℄.
The underlying framework for our optimization problems is as follows. We assume the sensor nodes form a
multi-hop wireless network embedded in the plane. For
simpli ity, we assume the node radios have identi al ranges
of one unit. Thus, the nodes form a unit disk graph: two
nodes are onne ted by an edge i the Eu lidean distan e
between them is at most 1. We represent the ommuniation workload by the rate of message generation at ea h
node i, given by r , together with a probability distribution p , giving the probability that a message generated
at node i is destined for node j .
Energy minimization. In the energy minimization
problem, we are given a ommuni ation workload among
the sensor nodes and view servers, and our goal is to determine a data dissemination s heme that minimizes the energy onsumed in delivering all messages within a bounded
delay. In our model, we assume that the energy onsumed
when a network edge is a tivated is ( + m), where
is a xed start-up ost for turning the radio on, is the
per-message transmission and re eption ost, and m is the
number of messages sent during the a tivation.
Theorem 2.1 For any > 0 and > 0, nding an optii

ij

mal routing-s heduling pair to minimize energy is NP-hard,
even when there is only one view server. It is also NP-hard
to determine an energy-optimal a tivation s hedule given a
xed set of routes. The problem of nding a set of energyoptimal routes given an a tivation s hedule an be solved
in polynomial time.

In the laten y minimization
ommuni ation workload and seek
a data dissemination proto ol that minimizes average message propagation laten y. It is already known that minimizing laten y in an ad-ho wireless network is NP-hard
even for the spe ial ase where nodes ex hange messages
only with their neighbors [7℄. This redu tion an be extended to unit disk graphs.
Laten y minimization.

problem, we are given a

Theorem 2.2 Finding a routing-s heduling pair that minimizes laten y is NP-hard. It is also NP-hard to determine
an optimal a tivation s hedule given a xed set of routes. A
set of laten y-optimal routes for a given a tivation s hedule
an be obtained in polynomial time.

These results indi ate that the general problem of designing an optimal data dissemination proto ol, given an
arbitrary sensor workload, is intra table. In this paper, we
fo us on one element of the design spa e, namely that of

rst developing an interferen e-free s hedule for edge a tivation, and then designing delay- or energy- optimal routes
given this s hedule.
3 Wave S heduling and Routing

In this se tion, we fo us on developing a s hedule for edge
a tivations, and then designing optimal routes given this
s hedule. Our s heduling me hanism is de ned over a simple partitioning of the network, whi h we rst des ribe in
Se tion 3.1. We then sele t a lass of periodi s hedules,
presented in Se tion 3.2, whi h are aimed at avoiding ollisions at the MAC layer. Finally, in Se tion 3.3, we present
energy-based and delay-based routing proto ols that optimize the relevant metri for a given s hedule.
3.1 Partitioning

Our s heduling me hanism is layered on top of a proto ol
like GAF [8℄, whi h partitions nodes into ells and periodi ally ele ts a single leader node for ea h nonempty ell.
Nodes determine the ell that they belong to by using distributed lo alization te hniques [9, 10℄; experiments have
shown that GAF is robust to somewhat ina urate position
information [8℄. The size of ea h ell is set so that a node
anywhere in a ell an ommuni ate dire tly with nodes in
any of its four horizontal and verti al neighbor ells. This
onstrains the side of a ell to have length L at most R=p5,
where R is the transmission range of a node. Sin e only
leaders are engaged in inter- ell message routing, the remaining nodes may turn o their radios most of the time,
a hieving signi ant energy savings. The s hedules that
we will propose in this se tion exploit the GAF topology
ontrol s heme in order to a hieve further energy savings.
They leverage the abstra tion of partitioning irregularly
positioned nodes into ells organized in a re tilinear grid
and fo us on oordinating inter- ell ommuni ation. In
what follows, we will refer to ells as supernodes or simply
nodes.
For onvenien e of exposition, we assume here that the
re tilinear grid is a square. Let N denote the number of
supernodes along an edge of the grid. We identify the
supernodes by their oordinates (i; j ); for example (0; 0)
refers to the node at the southwest orner of the network.
Thus, (i + 1; j ), (i; j + 1), (i 1; j ), and (i; j 1) are the
east, north, west, and south neighbors, respe tively, of node (i; j ), for i; j 2 [0; N ).
3.2 Wave S heduling: Algorithms

Given a set of supernodes arranged in a re tilinear grid,
we propose a lass of periodi a tivation s hedules that
onserves energy by (i) avoiding interferen e at the MAC
layer and (ii) allowing supernodes to turn o their radios
whenever they are not sending or re eiving messages. In
these s hedules, whi h we all wave s hedules, every (dire ted) edge of the re tilinear grid is a tivated periodially at well-de ned ommuni ation intervals, alled sendre eive intervals. For any two neighboring supernodes A
and B , the edge A ! B is a tivated in the send-re eive
intervals [t + iP; t + iP + Æ℄, for every i  0, where t is
the rst time the edge is a tivated and P is the period
of the s hedule. We now elaborate on the edge a tivation

Figure 1: SimpleWave

step and then present two wave s hedules: SimpleWave
and PipelinedWave.
Edge a tivation. An edge a tivation A ! B onsists of
a ontention-based and a ollision-free period. During the
ontention-based period, all nodes within the ell A turn
on their radios in order to run the GAF proto ol (GAF
only runs lo ally in ell A). They he k whether the leader
has enough energy reserves to ontinue assuming the leadership role. If the leader is energy-drained, a re-ele tion
proto ol sele ts the new leader. Messages in the queue of
the old leader, as well as inter- ell routing information, are
transfered to the new leader. The remaining nodes then
send their sensor readings, whi h were generated sin e the
previous GAF period, to the leader of the ell. Contention
resolution MAC proto ols work very well in avoiding intraell ontention, sin e all nodes in the ell are within ommuni ation range and there are no o uren es of the hidden
terminal problem. This adapted version of the GAF protool is more energy-eÆ ient than the original GAF s heme,
be ause it avoids interferen e aused by on urrent leader
reele tion in onse utive ells.
The ollision-free period of an edge a tivation A ! B
is used in order to route messages from the leader of A
to the leader of B . During that period both leaders of
A and B (referred to simply as A and B ) turn on their
radios preparing for message transmission and re eption
respe tively. If A has no data messages to send, it sends a
spe ial NothingToSend (NTS) message to node B , whi h
allows both nodes to turn o their radios without having to
wait until the end of the send-re eive interval. As we will
show in the experimental se tion, the use of NTS messages
o ers signi ant energy savings sin e it adjusts the node
duty y le to its lo al traÆ . Sin e in the ollision-free
periods there is no interferen e at the wireless medium, it
is not ne essary to ex hange RTS and CTS messages prior
to sending a regular data message (or an NTS message).
A data (or NTS) message is simply followed by an ACK.
The rst data or NTS message that A sends to B (and
its ACK) an be used in order to resyn hronize the lo ks
of the two nodes for the next a tivation of edge A ! B .
If the syn hronization error between two neighbor nodes
at the beginning of the ollision-free period is bound by e
mse s, we set the re eiver B to wake up e mse s earlier

than s heduled a ording to its lo al lo k. Syn hronization issues are dis ussed in more detail in the end of this
se tion.
In the remainder of the paper, by edge a tivation we
mainly refer to the ollision-free period of the edge a tivation used for inter- ell ommuni ation. The ratio of
the ollision-free period to the ontention-based period depends on the traÆ patterns of the appli ation. For instan e, for traÆ workloads with messages following multiple hops before rea hing the destination, the ollisionfree (inter- ell ommuni ation) period should dominate the
ontention-based (GAF) period.
SimpleWave. The intuition behind wave s hedules is to
oordinate message propagation in north, east, south and
west phases. For instan e, during the east phase, only
edges of the form (i; j ) ! (i + 1; j ) are a tivated sending messages along the east dire tion. Owing to interferen e, however, we annot s hedule all of the edges along
the east dire tion. If  denotes the ratio of the interferen e
range to the transmission range, then a suÆ ient ondition
for transmissions from two supernodes (i; j ) and (i1 ; j1 ) to
avoid interferen e is the following:
p(i i1 1)2 + (j j1 1)2  L    R
In parti ular, if we onsider two supernodes (i; j ) and
(i1 ; j ), then their transmissions do not interfere it i i1
1  R=L. Sin e i i1 1 is an integer, we obtain
that the two supernodes an transmit simultaneously if
i i1  d  R=Le + 1, whi h we denote by g . If we adopt
the IEEE 802.11 settings of R = 250m and  = 550=250,
and set L to its minimum value R=p5, we obtain that
g = 6.
In the SimpleWave s hedule, we s hedule together edges
that are g positions apart. Figure 1 illustrates the SimpleWave s hedule on a 10  10 network, with R = 250m,
 = 550=250, setting L to a round
number of 100m (instead of its minimum value R=p5), yielding g = 7. The
north phase starts at time 1 and it lasts for 51 send-re eive
intervals during whi h every north edge is a tivated exa tly on e. The following east phase starts at time 52. Noti e
that only two nodes of the rst olumn ((0; 0) and (0; 7))
are sending on urrently to the east, whi h are spa ed apart by 7 hops. In the next interval (time 53) the pattern
shifts east by one ell. Only when the wave has propagated
to the eighth olumn (time 59) does it no longer interfere
with node ommuni ation in the rst two olumns. Note
that at time 59 it be omes possible to s hedule on urrently four edges: (7; 0) ! (8; 0), (7; 7) ! (8; 7), (0; 1) ! (1; 1)
and (0; 8) ! (1; 8).
There are variants of the SimpleWave algorithm dened above, di ering by the order in whi h wave dire tions are s heduled. We refer to these as the (N; E; S; W ),
(N; W; S; E ), (N; S; E; W ), and so forth. The variants are
logi ally equivalent, but the hoi e of s heduling variant
a e ts the hoi e of routes, as will be explained in detail in
se tion 3.3. The period of a SimpleWave depends on the
size of the network. Ea h phase takes (N 1) + (g 1)  g
send-re eive intervals and the entire wave period lasts for
4  ((N 1) + (g 1)  g) intervals. This is not a desirable
property, be ause it prevents the distributed deployment
of the algorithm in a dynami network. When a new supernode ( ell) joins (or leaves) the network, it a e ts the

Figure 2: PipelinedWave

wave period and therefore the a tivation times of all the
other supernodes. In addition, in order to identify the a tivation time of its adja ent edges a supernode should know
its lo ation within the network, as well as the size of the
network. Another important downside of the SimpleWave
algorithm is that it underutilizes the apa ity of the network. For instan e noti e in Figure 1 that at time 1, it
a tivates only two north going edges, whereas one ould
identify two additional edges that ould be a tivated onurrently without ausing any interferen e.
PipelinedWave. This algorithm is motivated by the need
for s hedules that an be deployed in a distributed and salable manner, and that make a good use of the network
apa ity. Con eptually, a network an be divided in a number of xed-size (gg) squares of g2 supernodes ea h, where
all squares have identi al s hedules. In su h a network, the
s hedule of the in ident edges of a node is determined by its
relative lo ation in the square. Sin e all edges within the
same square interfere with one another, we an only s hedule one edge at a time. In e e t, we partition all the edges
of the network into a olle tion of maximal independent
sets, ea h independent set orresponding to a set of edges
that an be simultaneously a tivated without interferen e.
The period of the resultant s hedule is 4g2 send-re eive intervals. This means that for pipelined waves, new nodes
an join the network and s hedule themselves without affe ting the s hedules of existing nodes. If a supernode joins
an existing square, it waits for at most one period in order to intera t with its neighbors and lo ally determine its
lo ation with respe t to them and therefore its lo al oordinates within the square. By overhearing the s hedules of
its immediate neighbors it determines the time at whi h
it should s hedule itself in ea h dire tion. A similar lo al
intera tion o urs when a new supernode joins the network
initializing a new square. When a node leaves the network,
the s hedules of the remaining supernodes do not hange.
Note that in the PipelinedWave algorithm two edges are
s heduled on urrently if they have the same dire tion and
the sender nodes (and the re eiver nodes) have exa tly the
same lo al oordinates within a g  g square. This implies
that the algorithm avoids all interferen e at the MAC layer.
It s hedules a maximum number of non-interfering edges
at ea h send-re eive interval thus in reasing the network
apa ity with respe t to the SimpleWave algorithm. It is

easily deployable in a distributed manner, sin e lo al oordination suÆ es for s heduling a new supernode. Finally,
it is s alable be ause the node s hedules are not a e ted
by the size of the network.
A modi ed version of the PipelinedWave algorithm does
not de ne identi al s hedules for ea h square, but s hedules
shifted by g positions with respe t to the s hedules of the
four neighbor squares. More spe i ally, the east wave of a
square is shifted g positions (send-re eive intervals) earlier
than the east wave of the west neighbor square, the north
wave is shifted g positions earlier than the north wave of
the south neighbor square et . A snapshot of the modi ed
PipelinedWave algorithm (during the east phase) is shown
in Figure 2. The east phase in a given (dotted) square
pro eeds by shifting one edge to the right and moving to
the row below when the entire row of the square is traversed. Noti e that by the time an entire row is traversed
in a given square, the respe tive row of the right neighbor
square just starts being traversed. The new pipelined algorithm de reases the laten y of message delivery at the
square boundaries; this will be ome evident when we des ribe delay-based routing in Se tion 3.3. The south, west
and north phases are s heduled in a similar manner. This
improved PipelinedWave is the s hedule evaluated in our
experiments in Se tion 4.
Another tunable parameter in PipelinedWave is the
number of send-re eive intervals for ea h dire tion (phase)
before the wave swit hes to another dire tion. Our experiments show that this parameter, referred to as step, has no
noti eable impa t on the performan e of the wave s hedule [6℄. In Se tion 4, we evaluate the variant of PipelinedWave with step=1.
Syn hronization. We brie y dis uss two syn hronization
requirements imposed by wave s hedules: i) neighbor nodes
must have the same notion of time regarding their ommuni ation slot and ii) nodes in the lose neighborhood must
be well syn hronized so that only edges at least g positions away are s heduled simultaneously. A knowledging that
perfe t time syn hronization is hard to a hieve, we relax
the initial requirements and propose a fault-tolerant version of wave s hedules. If the drift between two neighbor
lo ks does not ex eed , nodes that are g positions away
from ea h other are syn hronized within g. In every edge
a tivation, we s hedule the re eiver to turn on the radio 
time units earlier than the s heduled time a ording to its
lo al lo k. In order to ensure that there is going to be
no interferen e due to the lo k errors, we an in rease the
distan e between two non-interfering edge a tivations (e.g.
from 7 to 8). Noti e that although a perfe tly aligned wave
s hedule implies global syn hronization, a reasonable implementation of waves is a hievable by ensuring that nodes
are well-syn hronized with neighbors within interferen e
range.
Re ently proposed syn hronization proto ols for sensor
networks (e.g., RBS [11℄ and TPSN [12℄) provide tight synhronization bounds (e.g., 0:02ms for neighbor nodes [12℄)
and exhibit good multi-hop behavior. Their performan e
however is bound to de ay for very large networks (an open
problem that we dis uss in Se tion 4); in this ase we assume that a few GPS-equipped nodes will undertake the
syn hronization task for their lo al regions.

3.3 Routing

4 Experimental Evaluation

We implemented a prototype of wave s heduling in the NS2 Network Simulator [16℄ and ompared its performan e
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The proposed wave s hedules are TDMA-based MAC proto ols that assign periodi transmission slots to interell ommuni ation. Wave s hedules are general-purpose
energy-eÆ ient MAC proto ols that an potentially be
ombined with arbitrary routing proto ols. In this se tion we onsider two important metri s for evaluating the
eÆ ien y of a routing algorithm, namely node energy onsumption and message propagation laten y. Note that
energy-optimal routes do not depend on the underlying
wave s hedule, whereas laten y-optimal routes are intrinsi ally oupled with it.
Energy-based routing. As noted in Se tion 2, minimum
energy routing is a hieved by routing along shortest hop
paths. We adopt a simple ooding approa h that evaluates
minimum-hop paths from all nodes in the network to a
given view node. Flooding initiated at a view node results
in the onstru tion of a tree onne ting all supernodes to
the root (view) node, as des ribed in [13℄. Sin e we onsider
more than one view, the minimum-hop routes form a forest
of trees built on top of the grid overlay.
Ea h node maintains an in-memory routing table of size
proportional to the number of view servers. For ea h view
server, the routing table in ludes a 2-bit entry giving the
dire tion of the next hop towards the view. This simple
approa h works even in the presen e of "holes" (empty
ells), as is shown by Madden et al. [13℄. Dynami node
failures (whi h manifest themselves as the appearan e of
new holes) an be dealt with by a lo al ooding phase to
repair a e ted routes, as in AODV, or by introdu tion of
a greedy fa e-routing mode as in GPSR [14, 15℄. Alternatively, a node that fails to deliver a message may store it
in memory until the next ooding phase that re onstru ts
the tree.
Delay-based routing. We propose a delay-based routing
algorithm that, given a ertain wave s hedule, minimizes
message laten y between a pair of sour e and view nodes.
Ea h node C maintains a routing table, that ontains for
ea h view V and ea h neighbor N a triple hV; N; di, where
d is the laten y of the minimum-laten y path from C to
V among all paths with the next-hop being N that C is
presently aware of. On updating a routing entry, node C
also sends the information hV; N; di to its neighbors. On
the re eipt of su h a message, neighbor N  of C does the
following:
i) it evaluates the time dt that a message sent
over N  ! C remains at C before being forwarded with
the next0 wave via0 C ! N towards view V ; ii) if an entry
hV; C; d i with d < d + dt exists in the routing table of
N , then the routing message is dropped - otherwise, the
routing entry is repla ed by hV; C; d + dti.
When the above distributed algorithm onverges, every
node has determined the minimum-laten y paths to ea h
view. Routing messages an be piggy-ba ked on regular
or NothingToSend messages as in the ase of energy-based
routes. Lo al repairs an be performed as in the ase of
energy-based routing, but by onsidering laten y as the
primary metri for evaluating the goodness of a route.
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Figure 3: Delay vs energy routing

with other approa hes. In Se tion 4.1, we test the behaviour of wave s hedules under di erent routing metri s,
as well as varying the number of views and empty ells. Se tion 4.2 presents the performan e of two ompeting
tree-based s heduling approa hes and Se tion 4.3 shows
the behavior of IEEE 802.11 with various duty y les. A
omparison of wave s hedules with the other approa hes is
presented in se tion 4.4.
4.1 Wave S heduling

We simulate a network of 20 by 20 grid ells of size 100m2
ea h. The ratio of interferen e to ommuni ation range
is 550=250 and the ratios between radio idle, re eive and
transmit power are 1:1.2:1.6. Every edge a tivation between two onse utive ells lasts for 200ms. In the wave
s hedules, all routing happens at the level of the grid overlay network. A node an send about 10 pa kets during an
edge a tivation given a link bandwidth of 20kbps. The reeiver wakes up 30ms before the sender to avoid message
loss when lo ks are subje t to small drifts.
The size of a square in a pipelined wave is set to 8 by 8
grid ells (instead of 7 by 7) in order to avoid interferen e
as a result of small syn hronization errors. Experiments
run for 1000 se onds and the traÆ workload varies from 0
to 2500 messages. The time that a message is generated is
sele ted at random, uniformly over the simulation period.
The sour e lo ation of a message is randomly sele ted to
be any of the non-empty ells, and the destination to be
any of the views. Cells ontaining views and empty ells
are randomly distributed in the network.
Energy- vs. delay-based routing. We rst ompare the
behavior of the PipelinedWave s hedule under two wave
routing metri s: minimum hop- ount and minimum-delay.
Re all from Se tion 3.2 that due to the s heduling of the
waves, the path with minimum delay is not ne essarily the
path of minimum hop ount. Figure 3 shows the average path delay under light load for the two metri s, i.e.
it shows the time between generation of a message at its sour e and delivery of the message at its destination.
This delay is omputed by deriving information from the
routing tables of the nodes. It oin ides with the real message propagation delay when the traÆ is low and nodes
an ompletely drain their bu er during an edge a tivation. The minimum-energy routing metri de nes paths
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Figure 7: E e t of holes on energy

with higher delay than the minimum-delay metri and the
gap in reases as we in rease the number of holes from 0 to
100 (25% of all ells). For 100 holes (or empty ells), the
minimum-energy metri yields paths that are 30% slower
than the minimum-delay metri . The energy overhead of
the minimum-delay metri was observed to be negligible.
In the remainder of the se tion, we use minimum-delay as
the default routing metri .
S alability with the number of views. Our se ond
experiment shows the s alability of our s heme with respe t
to the number of view nodes. Figure 4 shows the average
observed message delay, whi h aptures queueing delay due
to traÆ . We set the number of empty ells to be 0. With
more view nodes, the load is better balan ed a ross the
network, the average message propagation delay is smaller
and the overall apa ity of the network in reases. With
more than 200 messages for a single view the network is
overloaded, and the queues in the network start to grow,
and they would ontinue to grow without bounds if we
would not have limited the length of the experiment to 1000
se onds. Figure 5 shows that the energy usage of the wave
does not in rease with the number of views, for a given
number of messages. This on rms the ni e behavior
of wave routing whi h makes it ex eptionally suitable for
sensor networks with multiple gateway (or view ) nodes.
E e t of empty ells. We also examine the impa t of

empty ells on the performan e of wave s hedules. The
number of views is 10 and a randomly sele ted set of 0 to
80 ells are set to be holes. Figure 6 shows that the message laten y in reases with the number of holes: messages
wait longer in order to make a turn to bypass a hole. The
apa ity of the network is only 500 messages for 20% (80)
holes (the message delay in reases onsiderably after that
point), whereas it rises to more than 1500 for networks
without holes. Interestingly, the average energy onsumption per non-empty ell (per node) in reases with the number of empty ells, as shown in Figure 7. Although fewer
messages are delivered per time unit, these messages follow longer paths. Thus every node ends up routing more
messages and spending more energy.
4.2 Tree S heduling

We ompare wave s heduling with an existing tree-based
s heduling and routing s heme [13℄. Trees are generated
using a ooding me hanism initiated at ea h view node.
Every node sele ts as its parent the neighbor on the shortest path to the root (view). It is therefore expe ted that
the paths used in tree s hedules are shorter than paths
used in waves, sin e the latter are built on top of the grid
overlay. Routing in a tree is trivial: ea h non-view node
forwards every message it re eives to its parent. In a tree-
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Figure 9: Energy: onse utive trees

based s hedule, we a tivate edges in reverse order of their
distan e from the root, enabling a message to propagate
from any leaf of the tree to the view node in a single tree
a tivation period. Every tree edge is a tivated for 200ms,
as in the ase of the wave.
To generalize tree s heduling to handle multiple views,
we onstru t a olle tion of spanning trees, one tree rooted
at ea h view server. An edge a tivation s hedule an then
be derived in several ways. At one extreme is a onservative s hedule, whi h is simply a on atenation of s hedules
for the individual trees. The simplest onservative s hedule is to a tivate tree rooted at view i + 1 immediately
after all edges of tree rooted at view i have been a tivated.
In this simple onservative s hedule, laten y grows linearly
with the number of views. In our experiments we study
energy-eÆ ient variants of this simple s hedule: We de ne
a period p of repeating the a tivation of every tree. If we
have m views, the rst tree is a tivated at times f0; p; : : :g,
the se ond at fp=m; p + p=m; : : :g, and so on. We assume
that the interval p=m is long enough to a tivate all edges
of a single tree, so that onse utive a tivations do not overlap. In Figures 8 and 9, these s hedules are referred to as
T ag Conse Every p, where p is the period between two
a tivations of the same tree.
At the other extreme, we onsider aggressive s hedules
that a tivate all trees in parallel. In the simplest aggres-
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Figure 11: Energy: parallel trees

sive s hedule, whi h is alled T ag P arall, onse utive a tivations of the same tree follow one another immediately
after ompletion. In order to study power-saving variants
of the aggressive s hedules, we onsider periodi a tivations of the same tree. In our experiments, we use the
name T ag P arall Every p to refer to aggressive s hedules
in whi h all trees are a tivated on urrently every p se onds (Figures 10 and 11).
In both onse utive and parallel s hedules, we observe
a gra eful tradeo between energy and delay. As the a tivation period in reases, the energy de reases at the expense of higher message laten y and smaller network apa ity. Appli ations aiming at energy preservation should
take into onsideration the traÆ load in order to determine an energy-eÆ ient tree s hedule. For instan e, the
most energy-eÆ ient onse utive s hedule that a hieves a
apa ity of 1000 messages has period 60 se onds (Figure 8).
Likewise, the most energy-eÆ ient parallel s hedule that
a hieves a apa ity of 1000 messages is a tivated approximately every 12 se onds (Figure 10). Beyond 1000 messages (per 1000 se onds), the delay for these two s hedules
starts in reasing and it would in rease without bounds had
we ontinued to generate messages with the same rate for
longer periods.
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Figure 15: Comparing s hemes

4.3 IEEE 802.11 with Di erent Duty Cy les

to ols (with 10 views and 10% empty ells): for 1000
messages, we sele t the variants T ag Conse Every 60,
T ag P arall Every 12, Duty Cy le 8 and the pipelined
wave with step 1. From the previous graphs, the reader
an see that these are the variants of di erent proto ols that a omodate the given traÆ with the least energy
onsumption.
Figure 14 shows that the wave proto ol has the longest
delay, followed by the onse utive tree s hedule, the parallel tree s hedule and the 802.11 (with duty y le 8%).
The reverse pattern is observed with respe t to node energy onsumption in Figure 15. The wave proto ol is at
one extreme, o ering the most energy savings (better by
an order of magnitude than any other s heme) at the ost
of higher delay. The 802.11 proto ol with duty y le 8%
is at the other extreme o ering very small message delays
at the ost of higher energy. The energy-delay tradeo of
the two tree s heduling algorithms is also worth observing:
a tivating trees onse utively (as opposed to on urrently)
saves energy be ause it avoids interferen e among di erent
trees, but it in urs higher message laten ies.

Besides tree s heduling, in whi h edges are a tivated in
reverse order of their distan e to the root, we also study
power- onserving variants of the IEEE 802.11 proto ol. We
vary the duty y le of the proto ol, by turning o the radio regularly and allowing ommuni ation only 1 to 10%
of the time. The performan e of the resulting s hemes,
named Duty Cy le x, is shown in Figures 12 and 13. Routing is performed as in tree-s heduling, i.e. messages follow
the shortest paths to the views. Noti e that for a load of
1000 messages we an only sele t duty y les greater than
8%, otherwise the traÆ ex eeds network apa ity and the
queues in rease without bound. The reader an see trends
in energy and delay similar to those observed in the trees heduling s hemes. As the duty y le de reaases, the average message delay de reases signi antly at the expense
of higher energy usage.
4.4 Comparison with Other S hemes

In order to ompare di erent proto ols we rst sele t a traÆ load and then onsider only proto ols that
an serve this load without ex eeding apa ity (the point
at whi h average delay begins to in rease). We ompare the most energy-eÆ ient versions of di erent pro-

5 Related Work

The advent of sensor network te hnology has re ently attra ted a lot of attention to MAC and routing proto ols

that are spe i ally tailored for energy- onstrained ad-ho
wireless systems.
MAC proto ols: Medium a ess proto ols are divided
into two main ategories, ontention-based and s hedulebased proto ols, depending on whether they resolve or
ompletely avoid ollisions at the wireless medium. IEEE
802.11 [17℄ is the most widely used ontention-based proto ol; although nodes an periodi ally swit h to a power
saving mode, in the a tive periods they su er from interferen e and overhearing. The PAMAS MAC-level proto ol
turns radios o when nodes are not ommuni ating [18℄,
but it requires a se ond hannel for RTS-CTS messages.
Pi oNet also allows nodes to turn o their radios [19℄; a
node wishing to ommuni ate must stay awake listening
for a broad ast message announ ing its neighbor's rea tivation. In S-MAC [20, 21℄, nodes are lo ally syn hronized
to follow a periodi listen and sleep s heme. S-MAC does
not expli itly avoid ontention for the medium, but redu es
the period of overhearing by sending long DATA pa kets
annotated with their lengths. Sift [22℄ is a randomized CSMA proto ol that aims at redu ing laten y, rather than
energy, in ase of spatially- orrelated ontention.
S hedule-based MAC proto ols onserve energy by
avoiding message retransmissions or idle listening [23, 24,
25℄. NAMA [24℄ and TRAMA [25℄ avoid all ollisions at
the MAC layer by announ ing the s hedules of nodes in
the 2-hop neighborhood and ele ting nodes to transmit in
a given time slot. Our waves avoid s hedule propagation
overhead, at the expense of having xed slots for every
edge a tivation. Fixed assignment of ommuni ation slots
a e ts message laten y, but not the energy onsumption at
the nodes. TRAMA does not onsider interferen e due to
ACK messages, sin e it assumes that nodes that are three
hops away an s hedule transmissions un urrently.
GAF (Geographi al Adaptive Fidelity) [8, 26℄ is a topology ontrol s heme that onserves energy by identifying
nodes that are equivalent from a routing perspe tive (belong to the same ell) and then turning o unne essary
nodes. The proposed wave algorithms are tightly integrated with the GAF proto ol. Unlike S-MAC (a ontentionbased s heme) and TRAMA (a s hedule-based s heme),
under low traÆ , the propagation delay of messages from
a sour e to a destination over a multi-hop path is almost
onstant. It depends only on the topology of the network,
i.e. whi h ells are empty, whi h does not hange very
rapidly. This desirable property stems from the fa t that
wave s hedules oordinate radio usage a ross the sensor
network.
Routing algorithms: Several routing proto ols for adho networks have been proposed in the literature [27℄.
There has also been a plethora of work on energy-aware
routing [18, 28, 29℄ but without onsidering the interplay of
routing and s heduling. The TinyDB Proje t at Berkeley
investigates tree-based routing and s heduling te hniques
for sensor networks [13, 30℄. Tree-based routing is tightly
ombined with node s heduling; all nodes in the same level
of the tree are s heduled to send messages to their parents
on urrently at a time interval that depends on their distan e from the root. Tree-based routing and s heduling is
a representative example of the tight oupling between the
MAC and routing layers in sensor networks. In this paper
we have shown a di erent kind of intera tion, namely how
given a ertain s hedule of edge a tivations, we an identify

routes that yield minimum message delays.
An energy-eÆ ient aggregation tree using data- entri
reinfor ement strategies is proposed in [31℄. A two-tier approa h for data dissemination to multiple mobile sinks is
dis ussed in [32℄. Pearlman et al. [33℄ propose an energy
dependent parti ipation s heme, where a node periodi ally re-evaluates its parti ipation in the network based on
the residual energy in its battery. GEAR [29℄ uses energyaware neighbor sele tion to route a pa ket towards a target region and restri ted ooding to disseminate the pa ket inside the destination region; it addresses the problem
of energy onservation from a routing perspe tive without
onsidering the interplay of routing and node s heduling.
6 Con lusions and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented a lass of algorithms that
allow us to trade energy versus delay for data dissemination in sensor networks. Our approa h is based on arefully
s heduling the sensor nodes so that ea h node an stay idle
most of the time, turning on its radio only at s heduled intervals during whi h it an re eive or send a message. Our
experiments show that the proposed wave s heduling algorithm results in signi ant energy savings at the expense
of in reased message laten y.
In the future, we plan to study irregular wave s hedules,
in whi h we relax the urrent assumption that every dire ted edge in the network is s heduled regularly on e per period, and thus has the same apa ity. In pra ti e, in oming
edges to view nodes are expe ted to be more heavily loaded
than edges at the border of the network. We believe that
better network utilization an be a hieved by onsidering
a more general lass of wave s hedules in whi h di erent
edges are a tivated with di erent rates. For instan e, the
network an be divided into highways (frequently-a tivated
edges) and driveways (low- apa ity edges). It would be interesting to study the tradeo between energy and delay
in su h an irregular model.
Another interesting dire tion is to investigate the problem of time syn hronization for wave s hedules. Existing
approa hes, like RBS [11℄ and TPSN [12℄, provide tight
syn hronization bounds and exhibit good multi-hop behavior { with high probability, the error is less than linear in
the number of hops. Using a tree-based approa h, they
aim at providing a global times ale ex eeding the more relaxed requirements of wave s hedules. Their performan e
is therefore bound to de ay for very large networks. We
intend to investigate highly distributed and s alable algorithms that are spe i ally tailored to a hieve good time
syn hronization among nodes within interferen e range, instead of a hieving global syn hronization.
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